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Eschatology as Christian doctrine seeks to express the Church’s understanding of final
events in the present age; the consummation of the created order when God will be “all in all;”
and how the eschatological impacts contemporary life and reality. While some Wesleyan
theologians have been reticent to address the subject, or reluctant to speculate on particular
issues surrounding Christ’s second coming and millennial reign, there has been a consistent
articulation of a Wesleyan vision of the “life everlasting” since the 18th century Methodist
revival, with provisional implications drawn for the present age. 1 Because John Wesley and his
theological heirs believed “first evidences” of the “age to come” are being expressed already in
the lives of Christians, adjectives like “realized,” “anticipated,” “inaugurated,” and “processive”
are used to describe their eschatology. 2
The purpose of my paper is twofold: (1) identify key features of this historic Wesleyan
eschatological vision relevant for Christianity’s engagement with different religions and (2)
explore their implications within the larger framework of the Church’s openness, dialogue and
witness, and collaboration with other faiths. In the last twenty years there has been a renaissance
among Wesleyan scholars attempting to connect Wesleyan “New Creation” eschatology with
contemporary issues: ecclesial, social, economic, ecological, and inter-religious. 3 Unfortunately,
the work done on Christianity’s relationship with other religions, while helpful, has been limited
in scope; usually restricted to the applicability of John Wesley’s eschatological views; to the
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John B. Cobb in Grace and Responsibility: A Wesleyan Theology for Today (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
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contributions other religions make to Wesleyan eschatology; to common conceptions of Heaven,
to inter-religious cooperation; or to the fate of people in final judgment who have never heard the
Gospel. 4 Hopefully, my paper will contribute to the expansion of recent work by going beyond
Wesley, tracing a distinctive and clear eschatological perspective running through the major
theologians in Methodist history, and by helping consolidate through an eschatological lens some
of the essential points made by Wesleyan scholars about the Church’s inter-religious
relationships.
I. A WESLEYAN VIEW OF ESCHATOLOGY RELEVANT TO CHRISTIANITY’S
ENGAGEMENT WITH OTHER RELIGIONS
While there are differences in eschatological understanding among major theologians in
the Methodist tradition, certain fundamental ideas germane to Christianity’s engagement with
other faiths can be traced historically, originating in the 18th century and culminating in the
present: from early Methodists: John Wesley, John Fletcher, and Richard Watson; 19th and early
20th century Wesleyans: John Miley, William Burt Pope, and Thomas Ralston; and 20th and 21st
century Nazarene and Methodist theologians: A.M. Hills, H. Orton Wiley, Kenneth Grider,
Thomas Oden and Randy Maddox. 5
Specifically, there are six relevant eschatological themes consistently held in the
Wesleyan tradition, centering on Christ’s second coming, the general resurrection, final
judgment, and the eschaton. While eschatology traditionally addresses the doctrines of personal
death, the intermediate state and the millennial reign of Christ on earth, these will only be
secondary in concern.
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A. The Centrality of Jesus Christ
Because the Wesleyan tradition as a whole has embraced historic orthodox Christology,
as represented in the Apostles’ and Nicene Creeds, the centrality of Christ to the eschatological is
clear. 6 Certainly, there have been Methodist theologians who have challenged traditional
Christology, but their appeal has been limited. 7 Wesleyan theology has consistently rejected any
form of pluralism, conceiving of no redemption and final salvation apart from the person and
work of Jesus Christ. 8
Jesus Christ is the eternal Son of God, one in nature with the Father, but distinguishable
in person, who assumed full human nature in the incarnation to redeem humanity and the created
order from all forms of sin and evil. He is the theandric one: fully divine and fully human. 9
Through his life, death, resurrection and exaltation he inaugurates the work of recreation in the
present age and will consummate it in the coming eschaton. Christ is key to the eschatological:
he will come again in his humanity to usher in the “Kingdom of Glory;” the general resurrection
from the dead is made possible by and is patterned after his physical resurrection; he is the “great
assize” of every human being in the final judgment; and he makes possible in heaven “an
intimate, and uninterrupted union with God; a constant communion with the Father and his Son
Jesus Christ, through the Spirit; a continual enjoyment of the Three-in-One God, and all the
creatures in him.” 10
B. Renewal of the Created Order
In contrast to any form of pesky Gnosticism infecting Christian eschatology, a Wesleyan
view of the “life everlasting” teaches that God does not destroy fallen creation. Because of the
“goodness” of creation and divine love, God renews and perfects it. Humanity’s full nature
(“body and soul”), the diversity of natures in the created order, and the entire universe will be
redeemed from all forms of corruption and brought to their ultimate end: union with God.
6
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2:500-10; Richard Watson, A Biblical and Theological Dictionary, 438-9, 445-6, 521-27, 554-6, 820-22; William
Burt Pope, A Compendium of Christian Theology, III:367-454; John Miley, Systematic Theology, II: 430-80;
Thomas N. Ralston, Elements of Divinity, 473-544; A.M. Hills, Fundamental Christian Theology: A Systematic
Theology, II:337-431; H. Orton Wiley, Christian Theology, III: 211-392; Kenneth Grider, A Wesleyan-Holiness
Theology, 529-52; Thomas C. Oden, Classic Christianity: A Systematic Theology, 767-840; and Randy Maddox,
Responsible Grace: John Wesley’s Practical Theology, 247-56. For the purpose of this study, I will cite theologians
in their chronological order.
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In the 18th century, John Wesley inherited from his Anglican tradition a form of medieval
eschatology focused on a “spiritual” view of heaven. At death Christians are immediately
ushered into a transcendent reality free of the physical world, obscuring traditional teaching of an
intermediate state, bodily resurrection at Christ’s second coming, and a new heavens and earth. 11
However, Wesley rejected this model and shifted focus. He recognized a conscious intermediate
state at death for humanity, in which there is separation from the body, but this is only temporary
and anticipatory of ultimate glory. 12 At Christ’s second coming, the intermediate state of death
will cease. The dead will be reunited with their bodies, now transformed and suited for their
respective destinies through bodily resurrection. 13 After final judgment, the entire created order
will be transformed and made incorruptible for “life everlasting,” no longer subject to disease,
decay and death. This change is not a change in nature, but in “qualities,” encompassing plants,
animals, and the geo-physical activity of the world. 14
Wesley’s theological heirs generally followed in his same tracks, recognizing the place of
human nature and the entire created order in the eschatological. Regarding humanity, they are
keenly aware of the necessity of the human body to human nature. The human body is honored.15
Without bodily resurrection, even though humanity has conscious existence in an intermediate
state, they are incomplete. 16 Following the pattern of Christ’s resurrection, humanity’s
resurrected body is identical with the one that died, although with a change in its properties; it
will not be a different body, but a different form of the same body. The resurrected body of the
righteous will be perfectly suited for the “new creation,” able to participate fully in creation and
enjoy union with God and fellow humanity. 17 It will be “consummately radiant, agile, fine, and
not subject to suffering,” reflecting the glory of God. 18
Regarding the created order, Wesley’s heirs by and large made the connection between
humanity’s bodily resurrection and the necessity of a physical world in which to live.19 Christ’s
bodily resurrection anticipates the future of all created existence, when God will transform the
world and be “all in all.” Jesus glorified body is the sign of creation’s future. More specifically,
humanity’s resurrected bodies must have a physical order in which to live. Humanity is
inseparable from the created world. As creation has shared in humanity’s corruption and “fall” in
11
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the Garden, it will participate in the full work of God’s redemption, in the glorified and
incorruptible state of resurrection. 20 While few have addressed the full ramifications of the “new
creation” in regard to animal and plant life, their theology certainly sets the foundation for such
reflection. Indeed, Wesleyans more recently have begun to press the ramifications of the “new
heavens and earth” for animal and plant life. 21
C. Renewal of the Full Divine Image in Humanity
If renewal of the created order is about the redemption of creation’s diverse natures, the
full restoration of the imago dei speaks to the reclamation of the human person. The former
addresses humanity’s “body and soul” nature, the latter treats human personhood. Both have
prominent places in Wesleyan eschatology. Like other Protestant traditions, Wesleyan
eschatology affirms the full restoration of the divine image in humanity, but what sets the
Wesleyan perspective apart is the degree to which it can happen in the present life.
John Wesley believed humanity reflects the image of God in three ways: moral, natural
and political. 22 The moral image enables humanity to enjoy true righteousness, holiness, love,
and knowledge of God through the immediacy of a relationship with God. The moral image
forms the guiding principle of humanity’s disposition, thoughts, words and deeds. The natural
image endows humanity with immortality, rationality, understanding, free will, and perfectly
ordered affections. 23 The political image gives humanity the power of governance, whereby they
exercise dominion in the created order and relate appropriately to God and humanity. 24 Before
the Fall, holiness, righteousness and love informed humanity’s reasoning, understanding, will
and affections, resulting in the wise exercise of stewardship in the created order, rightly ordered
relationships with fellow humanity, and perfect love and obedience to God.
However, as a result of original sin, the moral image was destroyed; the natural and
political extensively marred. 25 Wesley believed that through participating in “God’s
eschatological work” in the present life, the moral image would be completely restored and
progress could be made in the renewal of the natural and political. 26 This is Wesley’s doctrine of
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Christian perfection. Ultimately, what is left undone in God’s restoration of the imago dei
culminates in glorification and the full image is made incorruptible. 27
While not all of Wesley’s theological heirs appropriate his moral, natural and political
paradigm, they do describe in similar ways the divine image in humanity, its ruin through sin,
and its restoration through Christian perfection in the present life and glorification in the
eschatological. 28 The image of God entails: holiness and love; rationality, understanding,
judgment, affection, and will; and relationships of love. 29 What was lost of holiness and love in
the divine image through the fall is recovered through Christian perfection in this life and made
incorruptible in the eschatological. 30 This enables believers to walk in loving obedience to God
and service to neighbor. While there can be progress presently in rationality, understanding, and
judgment, these will not be fully renewed and made perfect until glorification. 31 Therefore
Christians may be able to live a life motivated and empowered by holy love, but be subject to
mistakes, misunderstandings, and errors in judgment until final restoration. Through the full
renewal of the image of God, all forms of separation and alienation in every sphere of human
relationships will exist no more.
D. The Dynamic Nature of the Eschaton
With the full renewal of human nature and the imago dei through Jesus Christ, humanity
is equipped for dynamic growth and activity in the “new creation.” A Wesleyan eschatological
vision navigates well between two Christian extremes: an “anthropocentric” view focusing on
heaven as an idealized picture of human life as presently known, with God receding to the
background, and a “theocentric” understanding emphasizing contemplation and rest in the
beatific vision of God, with God being fully known and human society fading in the light of
divine glory. 32 In the intermediate state of “paradise” and in the “life everlasting,” a Wesleyan
eschatology sees the righteous growing in their love of God and each other, as well as in their
knowledge and understanding of God and creation. While there is “rest” in heaven, there is
perpetual increase and activity.
27
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John Wesley believed when Christians die they are ushered directly into “paradise,” the
intermediate state of the righteous, the “ante-chamber” of heaven,” waiting for the day of
resurrection. There, their “physical” sense of sight and hearing are heightened; memory and
understanding are freed from the limitations of the fallen world; will and affections are made
incorruptible; new senses are given to perceive the imperceptible in the created order; and
growth in knowledge and love occurs in the presence of God. 33 Christians enjoy the
“intermediate” expressions of their full destiny. 34 As growth in love and holiness do not happen
apart from community in present life, so the eschatological “communion of saints” continue their
role. 35 After the general resurrection, final judgment, and the “new creation,” human destiny is
fully expressed in “an intimate, an uninterrupted union with God…a continual enjoyment of the
Three-One God and all the creatures in him,” where ongoing growth takes place in the
knowledge and love of God, humanity and the created order. 36 Humanities physical, intellectual,
rational, social and spiritual abilities transcend what was ever experienced in Adamic perfection
and are directed to God, others, and creation. 37
Wesley’s dynamic eschatological view of ever increasing degrees of glory in the
intermediate state and in the “new creation” is embraced by the Methodist tradition that follows.
With all impediments of sin and corruption removed, with the created order transformed into an
incorruptible state exceeding original creation, with humanity renewed in the imago dei and fully
in the likeness of Christ, humanity is set free for an eternal life of growth in the infinite love of
God, in mutual love and service to one another, and the care of creation. 38 What begins in the
present life, a participation in the life of God shared in “communion of saints” in the created
order, intensifies in the intermediate state, and is experienced in ever increasing “full measure” in
the “life everlasting.” 39
E. Divine Judgment
The dynamic nature of the eschaton is seen also in a Wesleyan understanding of divine
judgment. Wesley and his theological successors believe each human being’s eternal trajectory is
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William Burt Pope fails to discuss the dynamic nature of the “new creation.” While he sees growth in the
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direction of a “theocentric” view of heaven (452-4).
39
Ibid.
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set at death by their placement in the intermediate state for the righteous or unrighteous. 40 This is
no second “probationary” period. As addressed previously, the saints in paradise will be
“continually ripening for heaven…perpetually holier and happier,” while the unrighteous carry
on in their recalcitrant spirit. 41
However, a Wesleyan eschatology places emphasis on final judgment when Christ
returns in glory and the dead are bodily resurrected. Humanity will stand individually before
Christ and give an account of their lives: outward actions and words; and inward thoughts,
desires, inclinations, and intentions. 42 They will be judged according to their stewardship of gifts
and receptivity to the measure of light and truth given to them. Those who never heard the
Gospel will be evaluated according to “the law of their own nature, their conscience guided by
their reason, and the law written in their hearts;” Jews will be assessed by the Law of Moses; and
Christians will be judged by the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 43 Final pronouncement will be based on
their responsiveness to God’s grace in faith. 44
The righteous will be rewarded in the new creation in proportion to their active response to
grace, in their faith becoming active in love through works of mercy. Therefore the saints will
reflect the divine goodness in the “life everlasting” in a different and individuated way. 45
“Though each individual shares in the same salvation, the refracted glory will not be monotone,
but varied.” 46 The unrighteous will receive their due punishment in Hell based on their sin in
present life. Just as there are different rewards in glory for the saints, there are different
punishments in hell for the unrighteous. 47
A Wesleyan eschatology has historically rejected any form of universalism, annihilationism
and predestination to damnation. While the exact nature of Hell is unclear, it is a spiritual state
and physical place existing in alienation from God. It is for those who freely have chosen to
resist and reject God’s overtures of grace, whether through conscience, Mosaic Law or the
Gospel. God ultimately respects and honors humanity’s refusal to cooperate with divine grace.
“While this possibility is truly grievous, the alternative would ultimately involve either
irresistible or indiscriminate salvation, both of which are contradictory to a God of responsible
grace.” 48
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F. Optimism for “God Fearers and Workers of Righteousness”
A Wesleyan eschatological view expresses hope that there will be people in heaven who
never professed faith in Christ in the present life. In contrast to the exclusive “restrictivist”
understanding as seen in the Augustinian-Tridentine Catholic tradition, there is a strong sense of
optimism that all who “fear God and work righteousness” according to the grace given them will
be “accepted of Him” through Jesus Christ. 49 In contrast to Reformed doctrines of predestination
and common grace, a Wesleyan eschatology believes that God’s prevenient grace given to all,
made available through Jesus Christ’s atoning work, makes salvation possible for all. 50
Undergirding Wesleyan hope is belief in the unlimited atonement of Christ, confidence that
“God wills that all be saved and come to the knowledge of the truth,” and judgment according to
the light given.
This optimism originates in John Wesley, who increasing expressed such hope as he
aged. 51 First, Wesley refused to make judgments about the eternal destinies of people from other
religions. Regarding Jews, he stated that Christians should “leave their fate in the hands of God;”
about Muslims, he believed some had come to “true religion” through prevenient grace; and he
praised the response other religions had made to the “light” given them. 52 Second, Wesley began
to see the possibility that people who were not Christians might have “saving faith” in an “infant
state,” enabling “everyone that possesses it to ‘fear God and work righteousness.’” 53 Finally,
Wesley believed God will be “rich in mercy” to the “heathen” who “call upon him ‘according to
the light they have,’” and they will be “accepted” by God in final judgment if they walk in that
grace. 54
Wesley’s theological heirs generally followed him on this point in varying degrees. John
Fletcher recognized that humanity in every age and place has been given varying “dispensations”
of divine grace by which they can be saved. 55 Through prevenient grace every person can “cease
to do evil, learn to do well, and use the means which will infallibly end in the repentance and
faith peculiar to the dispensation they are under, whether it be that of Heathens, Jews, or
Christians.” 56 William Burt Pope repeatedly affirmed the necessity of refraining from judgment
on the eternal destinies of people from other religions and of people who have never heard the
Gospel. Judgment must be reserved to God alone. 57 However, he articulates the nature by which
all will be judged: “as there is none other Name under heaven given among men, whereby we
49
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must be saved, all who are not saved must reject that Name in some way revealed to them.” 58
Richard Ralston taught that everyone has a dispensation of divine grace and even those without
the Gospel can live by the Holy Spirit according to the light given them and be saved from
“inevitable destruction.” 59 Thomas Oden has argued that everyone has been given grace to
“enable each to respond rightly to whatever opportunities are made possible,” and to develop at
least “nascent faith” such as “the Letter to the Hebrews ascribes to Abel” and be saved in the
end. 60
Perhaps, Kenneth Collins has stated the Wesleyan belief here concisely, “That is, in each
instance, in the past as in a future reign, the children of Adam and Eve, at any step along the way
of salvation history, are given sufficient, even if differing, grace for their needs.” 61 Even without
the Gospel and the Church, humanity has available grace capable of leading to salvation. 62 There
is a strong optimism in the Wesleyan tradition that there will be “some” people in heaven who
never formally professed Christ in the present life.
II. IMPLICATIONS OF A WESLEYAN ESCHATOLOGY FOR THE CHURCH’S
ENGAGEMENT WITH OTHER RELIGIONS
In 2005 the World Council of Churches released a paper on The Nature and Mission of
the Church: A Stage on the Way to a Common Statement that expresses well an ecclesiology
resonating with much of the Wesleyan tradition. The Church is a sign of the eschaton, “pointing
beyond itself to the purpose of all creation, the fulfillment of the Kingdom of God;” it is also an
instrument through which “God’s reconciliation, healing and transformation of creation is
already taking place;” as it participates presently in the life and love of God in anticipation of the
“glory to come.” 63 Given this nature of the Church, what are the possibilities of a Wesleyan
vision of the eschaton for the Church’s engagement with other religions? There are at least three
broad implications. 64
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A. Openness to People of Other Religions
A Wesleyan eschatological vision opens the Church to relationships with people of other
religions in three primary ways. First, it predisposes Wesleyans to openness. Because of sin and
evil, every human being needs redemption and requires God’s saving grace to enter into “life
everlasting.” Unlike other forms of Christianity which see the eschaton determined by a divine
decision or decree prior to creation, or strictly limited to people who formally profess Christian
faith in the present life, a Wesleyan view of the “new creation” takes seriously that Christ died
for all, is actively at work in the world drawing people to salvation through the Spirit, and
makes grace available so that all are truly “candidates for heaven,” even apart from adequate
exposure to the Gospel. 65 God’s future “kingdom of glory” is truly open to all in the present.
Amos Yong has described this orientation as the natural tendency for Wesleyans to
respond to other religions in a “much less ‘us’ versus ‘them’ manner,” and approach people of
other faiths “less as representatives of religious labels than as people made in the image of God
and existing within the realm of prevenient grace.” 66 Similarly, Douglas Mills has asserted that
Wesleyans bring a unique theological emphasis in inter-religious relationships: recognition that
God is “very much active” in the world and that people in other religions “have already
experienced the love of God in good measure through the activity of the Holy Spirit.” 67
Some Wesleyans have pressed this truth to the point of universalism; however, the
consistent view has been to see all who are responding fully to “the light” given by the Holy
Spirit as “fellow travelers” on the way paved by the work of Jesus Christ. 68 Other religions can
be a means of God’s preparatory grace that leads to salvation.69 As such, this understanding of
the eschaton opens the Church to the possibility that in the engagement with sincere people of
other religions, the Church develops relationships with “anonymous” Christians and
provisionally mirrors the “communion of saints” in the eschaton. 70
Second, this Wesleyan perspective opens the Church to the grace, beauty and truth found
in other religions and cultures through the Holy Spirit. As Christians develop relationships with
people of other faiths, there is the recognition of mutual understanding and experiences of the
created order, human interaction, and the divine. 71 However, a Wesleyan approach goes beyond
simply acknowledging “common ground” with gratitude.
65
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Growth in in all areas of knowledge characterizes humanity’s present and future lives.
There is thirst to know and understand. Christians are not and never will be omniscient.
Through the gifts and graces of the Holy Spirit at work in other religions and cultures, as the
Church engages other faiths, Christians can learn from their discoveries and with their
assistance plumb reality more deeply with greater appreciation and gratitude to God.
Christians also stand in need of greater understanding, wisdom and judgment. While
Wesleyans believe the moral image of God can be fully restored in the present age, the natural
and political remain marred until glorification after death. Even with the fullness of God’s
revelation in Jesus Christ, Christians see “through a glass darkly” standing in need of greater
light in all areas of life.
Because God is at work through prevenient grace, preparing and leading responsive
people from other religions to the eschatological Kingdom, the Church can rejoice in the
discovery of common grace shared, have “blind spots” to their experience of the Christian faith
exposed, and gain new insights about its faith. The Church hereby participates in some way in
the mutual learning and edification of the eschaton.
Third, a Wesleyan eschatology provides a vision of mutual relationships of self-giving
love. Wesleyans believe God’s holiness and love will govern and inform all relationships in the
“new creation.” Still, through grace infused renewal of the moral image, Christians can
participate already in the perfected love of God and neighbor. Obedience to God and the active
love of neighbor become the normal orientation of heart and life. Christians no longer have to
“force themselves” to reach out in self-giving love to their neighbor in other religions. Spirit
infused love compels and empowers this life of holy giving, even in the most difficult of
circumstances. While knowledge and understanding may be lacking, motivation and intention
should not. Christians are enabled to work toward reconciliation and fellowship, overcoming
obstacles the fallen world thrusts in the way.
However, perfected love is not one-sided. Holy love opens Christians to giving and
serving their neighbor in other faiths, but it also opens them to the reception of love as well.
Holy love makes Christians vulnerable to their neighbor, not just to the possibility of rejection
or misunderstanding, but to their neighbor’s actions of self-giving love and service. Perfect love
opens Christians to receive in gratitude the love initiated or returned by their neighbor in other
religions, reflecting in varying ways the dynamic, mutually reciprocating relationships of love
in the eschatological family of God.
B. Dialogue with and Witness to People of Other Religions
Inter-religious dialogue and witness flow from the Church’s openness to relationships.
While there is fear that sincere dialogue may side-track some Christians down another religious
path, it also opens people from other faiths to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 72 “True Dialogue
emphasizes deep differences and invites honest engagement” that involve the changing of minds
and hearts.” 73 A Wesleyan understanding of eschatology helps provide a theological framework
for these relationships.
72
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First, while the Church “appreciates, learns from, and receives something of value” from
their inter-religious relationships, true openness naturally leads Christians to share about the
person and work of Jesus Christ, the end to which all prevenient grace leads and the key to the
present and eschatological Kingdom of God. 74 In the historic Wesleyan tradition, Christ is an
inescapable “scandal of particularity,” a sine qua non in Christian dialogue with and witness to
people of other faiths. 75 Christ truly is Lord and Savior.
Second, the prospects of salvation are strengthened through sharing the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. 76 While Wesleyans believe people will be judged by the grace afforded them and are
optimistic about seeing people from other religions in eternity, this does not mean members of
other faiths have “lived up to the light” given them, even the most knowledgeable among them.
The gravity of original sin, the brokenness of the moral image, burdens human cooperation with
divine grace. Many resist the full measure of God’s prevenient grace required to create a “fear
God and work righteousness” faith, what is minimally necessary to make people “accepted of
Him.” 77
Because of the threat of hell and an eternity of separation from the “communion of
saints” Christians share the Gospel in love. The grace of Jesus Christ as found in the Gospel can
be the means by which spiritual sloth and the recalcitrance of human hearts are broken, leading
to “fruits worthy of repentance,” faith, and good works. While the hope is that the Gospel results
in Christian faith, it may lead some to a deeper devotion to their native religion. In either case a
fuller embrace of divine grace has occurred.
Also, the Gospel of Jesus Christ makes available a greater potential of recovering
holiness of heart and life than those given only the light of prevenient grace. “The Gospel does
not add extra content to the task of obedience, but it brings a “renewing power for the life of
obedience” enabling the manifestation of the personal and social character of the eschaton in
deeper and fuller ways here on earth. 78
A similar idea exists in Roman Catholicism. In the most recent edition of the Catechism
of the Catholic Church there is recognition that other religions, particularly monotheistic ones,
have elements of truth and salvation in them. However, only in the Catholic Church are “all the
means of salvation” found, capable of establishing a person in the fullness of God’s revelation,
of relationship with the Triune God, of the “communion of saints,” and of holiness possible in
present life. 79 The Gospel as mediated through the Church opens people up to a fuller
“dispensation” of holy living.
Fourth and closely related, a Wesleyan eschatology recognizes the dynamic nature of
heaven. There will be degrees of glory, based on a person’s realization of holy love in the present
life. Speaking of those who serve God in “low degree,” Wesley states, “they will not have so
74
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high a place in heaven as they would have had if they had chosen the better part.” 80 Wesley
indicates they will have some sense of sorrow, at least as much as sorrow is possible in the joys
of heaven. This understanding permeates Wesley’s theological successors, who see spiritual
progress in the present life having implications for the saints in glory. As Wesleyans engage in
dialog and witness, it is to aide in spiritual progress in this life, as well as set the foundation for
development in the life to come. 81
Finally, Wesleyans also recognize that this dialogue is not just about “right belief” or
right information, but the renewal of affections, habits, and desires in the lives of Christians. One
of the strongest, most powerful witnesses to the truth of Christ is the holy life lived out. When
holiness is embodied in life, Wesley believed unbelievers will “look upon” Christians “with
other eyes and begin to give attention to their words…and the holy lives of Christians will be an
argument they will not know how to resist.” 82
C. Collaboration
A Wesleyan eschatology eschews any Gnostic tendencies in Christianity. Genesis clearly
establishes the value of the entire created order with God’s declaration of its goodness. Humanity
formed as a physical being in the divine image flourishes in its relationship with God, with
creation, and with each other. A Wesleyan eschatology reiterates God’s assessment through a
vision of the world’s redemption and consummation in the future eschaton where humanity with
creation flourishes even more. Even now, the Holy Spirit is at work enabling the world to
participate in the “new creation” to some degree through prevenient, saving and sanctifying
grace.
This Wesleyan eschatological vision informs and empowers the Church as it works with
other faiths to further the expression of creation’s renewal and human flourishing, as well as
address threats arising from the fallen nature of the present order. Collaboration here happens on
two levels. First, in regard to the created order, as God restores the full divine image in
humanity, particularly in the natural and political, the work of reconciliation between humanity
and creation deepens. The “curse” existing between humanity and the physical world is being
lifted thorough the deepening experience of prevenient and sanctifying grace. Because of the
riches of God’s grace in salvation, and deepening understanding of God’s revelation, the Church
and other religions are able to realize the importance of the created order to God and collaborate
in the wise care of it. 83 The Church has a vested role in collaborating with other faith
communities in addressing global warming, renewable energy, ecosystem sustainability, and
animal care, not simply for the benefits to humanity, but for the goodness of creation itself. 84
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Second, in regard to human flourishing in creation, there are particular elements of a
Wesleyan eschatological view relevant to collaboration: physical, social, and intellectual.
Humanity is an embodied soul. While a Wesleyan eschatology recognizes a conscious existence
in an intermediate state, the doctrine of bodily resurrection and “new creation” show that
humanity is not fully human apart from the body. Furthermore, emphasis is given to humanity’s
present body because it is what is resurrected and made incorruptible. There is no human
flourishing in present or future life without a healthy body. This understanding of the necessity
of the body helps set the foundation for inter-religious collaboration in meeting humanity’s
physical needs: adequate food, water, shelter, clothing, water, and medicine. 85
A Wesleyan view of the eschaton affirms the social nature of humanity. Humanity’s
interpersonal relationships do not fade in a beatific vision of God, but grow and deepen more
fully in final union with God. Humanity is made for relationship with other human beings and
within these relationships holiness and love intensify. Humanity is incomplete and cannot
flourish without other people. The impinging “new creation” provides grace to overcome what
divides, to empower reconciliation, and to support stable social conditions necessary for human
flourishing. This perspective undergirds collaboration with other faiths to establish healthy,
stable human relationships and social structures in today’s world. 86
Finally, a Wesleyan eschatology recognizes the intellectual nature of humanity, the thirst
to grow in knowledge, wisdom and understanding. In eternity with the perfected natural image,
humanity will ever be fathoming the depths of God, exploring the created order, appreciating the
beautiful and exercising creativity. Developing the life of the mind and heart is essential to being
human. This helps solidify the natural impulses of historic Christianity in the formation of
educational institutions, not only as a means to the end of a particular vocation, but as an end
unto itself, reflecting in part a Wesleyan vision of the new creation. Therefore, it is natural for
the Church to partner with other religions in the formation of educational institutions where skills
necessary for learning and exploration of reality are developed and the acquisition of wisdom
takes place.
CONCLUSION
With the “communion of saints, Wesleyans pray the Lord’s Prayer, “thy kingdom come,
thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.” Eschatology has implications for present life;
Wesleyans believe the Kingdom of God has been inaugurated and is made manifest in varying
degrees in the present age through the Church. With this theological framework as my
underlying assumption, I have attempted to identify distinctive Wesleyan eschatological themes
running consistently through the history of Methodism relevant to inter-religious relationships:
the centrality of Christ, the renewal of the created order, the renewal of the full image of God in
humanity, the dynamic nature of the eschaton, and an optimism for “God fearers and workers of
righteousness” in other religions. I have then tried to explore how these themes impinge in a
Wesleyan engagement with other religions: through genuine openness to relationships of mutual
love and learning, through giving witness to the saving and sanctifying grace of our Lord Jesus
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Christ in word and personal life, and through working together in the stewardship of the created
order and human flourishing.
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